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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF SLIDE ‘N GO® ORDER FORM 
 
We have tried to make ordering our systems as easy as possible. The information requested is necessary 
in order to properly fill your order. Inaccurate or incomplete information can result in a system that does 
not perform properly or may not work at all. 
 
A little extra time spent now on providing the correct information will save a lot of time later trying to 
correct the problem. If you have any questions as to how to complete the form or how to take 
measurements, please do not hesitate to call us at (800) 272-6276. Your completed order should be 
faxed to us toll free at (877) 333-2100. 

 

Slide ‘N Go® systems are manufactured in 5 different widths and will be provided as follows: 

 
Anti-Pollution / Semi-Waterproof  

 
 

 
 

 HOW TO MEASURE 

 

 1.   Make sure that all measurements are taken at the top of the trailer - not at the bottom. 

  

2.   Be especially accurate when measuring the inside and outside widths. 

 

3. For the length - measure from the point where you are going to attach the tarp to the front of 

the trailer/body to the furthest rear point, which the last bow can slide to without hitting any 

obstacles or restrictions such as hinges and/or the rear bracket mount location. 
 
 

* Important Note * 
 

The Slide ‘N Go® system can be installed on sloped bodies but at no time can the system 
be installed with a bend in it.   

It must always travel on a straight plane. 

 

 

If you know which system 
width you want, or if you want 
one different from this chart, 
please indicate your 
preference in the SPECIAL 
INSTRUCTIONS section on 
the reverse side of this form. 

Outside to Outside  

Width of Trailer or Body 

System Width Recommended 

(cable center to cable center) 

87 ½” To 92” 93 ½”    System             
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stem 
92+” To 95” 97”        System 

95+” To 98” 99”        System 

98+” To 102” 103”       System 

102+” To High Liftgate    105”       System 


